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Abstract. Visualisation in architecture often involves a transition between different modelling programs. This is done in order to be able to
manually prepare and repair three-dimensional models for visualisations
such as renders and VR simulations. In this paper the development of
a direct link between a three-dimensional modelling platform and a Virtual Reality (VR) Engine is investigated. This is researched through the
generation and manipulation of clean quad mesh topology, UV mapping
and UV texture map creation. Through a reiterative process, all possible
solutions for improved quad mesh topology for doubly curved surfaces
are explored. The resulting clean quad mesh improves the usability of
the model and application of textures to accurately simulate a real material. In parallel, the development of a UV unwrapping and UV map
creation process was investigated to enhance the texturing process inside
the same architectural modelling platform. The overall system was developed as an advanced tool for semi-automating and streamlining the
process between modelling and VR simulation. The paper concludes
with the limitations of the process and points out to future research to
improve speed and quality as well guides to where future testing and
experiments should be further investigated and applied.
Keywords. Virtual Reality; Quadrangulation; UV unwrapping;
Physics Simulation.
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1. Introduction
This paper investigates the development of a parametric process to quadrangulate
and UV unwrap doubly curved surfaces within the same parametric modelling platform. This is investigated in order to streamline the modelling to VR process. It
describes the advantages and limitations of methods which do not feature mathematical algorithms or coding. The developed processes aim to increase the speed
at which virtual architectural environments are developed.
1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Visualisation in architecture often involves a transition between different modelling programs. This is done in order to be able to manually prepare and repair
three-dimensional models for visualisations such as renders and VR simulations
as shown in figure 1. This model preparation process can be time consuming
as manual mesh recreation is “...slow and requires a lot of redundant user input”
(Takayama 2013) which is why this project aims to investigate ‘How to streamline
the modelling to virtual reality process?’

Figure 1. The current modelling to virtual reality process and what the project aims to
streamline.

1.2. MOTIVATION

The process to prepare a model for visualisation can be slow as “...3D modeling
is a time-consuming and skill intensive procedure” (Ji et al. 2010). If additional
details must be added to a model for visualisation purposes such as subdividing a
shape, adding edge loops to make a curve more prominent or UV unwrapping a
model, this can be difficult if the model features irregular mesh topology. Such
irregularities occur due to triangular faces which result in poor edge flow. This
is important to resolve as “...designers often wish to explicitly control the edge
flow and be able to prescribe precise positioning of edge loops” (Takayama 2013).
Working with a mesh with good edge flow makes it much easier to work with as a
“...quad mesh with good edge flow can represent a shape in a more natural way...”
(Ji et al. 2010). This is one factor which would help to reduce the overall time to
create a virtual environment due to the improved usability of the model. With the
advancements in parametric software such as Grasshopper for Rhino 3D, and its
gradual assimilation into the architectural office, a resolution to this issue using
this software is investigated.
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1.3. RESEARCH OBSERVATIONS

The current method to prepare and repair three-dimensional models for virtual reality simulations features manual processes, such as remeshing, UV unwrapping and
texturing. It is these manual processes which this project aims to semi-automate
through the use of a range of Grasshopper mesh analysis and manipulation plugins.
These plugins can be used in such a way to help quadrangulate and UV unwrap
a mesh. The investigation into this topic shows that there are currently many existing tools to quadrangulate and UV unwrap meshes, utilising complex coding
and algorithmic approaches. However none of these tools have been integrated
into Grasshopper. By developing an approach which simplifies the model preparation process and creating it within Grasshopper, will streamline this process as
the model will be retained within a single parametric software.The use of VR is
becoming more prominent in architecture offices which is because, graphically
the “...ability to accurately represent environments has increased and the use of
VR has broadened.” (Portman et al. 2015) This improved visual fidelity and usability enhances the sensory experience of the simulation. The growing usage of
VR shows the importance of quickly and efficiently developing virtual environments.In today’s architectural society there has also been an “...increasing number
of landmark buildings involving geometrically complex freeform skins and structures” (Pottmann et al. 2014). It is these shapes which are most susceptible to poor
mesh topology due to the irregularities in their shape. By creating a model preparation process within a single program which resolves these issues for complex
geometry, it will create a much more streamline modelling to VR process.
1.4. RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The project aims to develop a semi-automatic process within Grasshopper which
creates quad only meshes for open and closed doubly curved surfaces. The project
also aims to develop a process within Grasshopper which UV unwraps a model
and outputs a usable UV texture map for the model. This is investigated in order to remove the need to export a model to another modelling program, or at the
very least, reduce the amount of time that the model is used within in an external modelling program. This will streamline the model preparation process for
VR and make it more intuitive as all modelling tasks will be performed within
one parametric program. The objectives of the project are to be completed using a simplified methodology when comparing to existing mathematical and algorithmic processes. Mathematical approaches for mesh quadrangulation require a
thorough understanding of “...computational sciences, such as approximation theory, applied mathematics and finite elements modelling.” (Bommes 2012). This
project will aim to streamline the modelling to virtual reality process through the
use of computational design methods and tools such as parametric modelling software.
2. Background Research
In the following we outline through a series of bullet points the background research:
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• Nurbs model visualisation preparation - In order to transfer NURBS models
into a virtual environment they must be converted to a polygon mesh as rendering is “...currently done via triangles.” (Evans et al. 1996). This mesh
triangulation process is automatic when rendering. Through the NURBS to
mesh conversion process it can often result in poor mesh topology featuring
triangle faces, poor UV spacing and inconsistencies in mesh faces. One of the
issues of freeform architecture “... is the decomposition of a freeform shape
into a quad-dominant mesh...” (Zadravec et al. 2010). The irregularities in
mesh topology brought about by triangular faces, negatively impacts the usability of the model, in terms of texturing, model repairing and detailing. It is
this issue which often leads to time consuming and difficult remeshing.
• Comparing quad and triangle meshes - When constructing a mesh, using quad
faces is the preferred method when comparing to triangle or ngon faces. Quad
faces are “an excellent match for texturing, as each patch can be trivially
mapped to a rectangular texture.” (Bommes 2012) This helps to remove distortion in the texture when the image is mapped to the model. When unwrapping
models to create a UV texture, quads are also preferred as “...the loops become
clearer” (Bommes 2012) which is evident in figure 2. Having a clear edge flow
to a mesh is very helpful when selecting edge loops to separate the UV map.

Figure 2. Image comparing the subdivision of a quad and tri faced cube (left) Image
comparing good and bad examples of mesh edge flows (right).

• Manuel remeshing process - The manual re-meshing process involves placing
points on the surface of the model, connecting them via edges and ultimately
combining the edges into faces. Manually remeshing a model can be a time
consuming task as “...it is often quite challenging even for professional artists
to manually design a perfect quad mesh on the first try” (Takayama 2013).
Performing this task multiple times can become repetitive and is an area of
model preparation which has much potential to be semi-automated.
• Existing Quadrangulation tools - The development of quad only meshes has
been a topic of discussion for a long period of time, resulting in the development of multiple approaches to resolve this problem. Many of these approaches
have taken a mathematical and algorithmic approach which can be seen by
the project Quad Meshing’. However, none of these examples have been directly integrated into the architectural modelling software, Grasshopper, nor
have they used a non-mathematical approach.
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• Quad Meshing - The reasons for the development of the ‘Quad Meshing’
project was due to “quadrilateral meshes [having] advantages for many applications...” (Bommes 2012) These reasons include quads being “more convenient
and intuitive to manipulate then triangles.”, because they are “...an excellent
match for texturing...” and because they perform better when being subdivided
which is a “modelling technique that [dominates] some industrial applications.”
(Bommes 2012) This project achieved these results by field guided methods developed by algorithms and coding which helped to establish the curvature of
the mesh to generate the quad faced mesh.
• Existing mesh texturing and unwrapping tools - Mesh texturing tools are very
limited within Grasshopper. ‘Human’ is the only Grasshopper plugin capable
of applying textures to a model and UV unwrapping a model. This tool is
very useful but is limited due to not outputting a usable texture map in which
to place textures on. This is unlike poly modelling programs 3DS Max and
Maya, which allow for the creation and manipulation of a UV texture map for
a model. The issue with these programs are that they remove the model out of
a parametric environment. Having a UV texture map is very useful for placing
specific textures at specific parts of the mesh. (See also figure 2 for the above)

3. Research Methodology
The quadrangulation of doubly curved surfaces was divided into two groups; open
and closed surfaces. This was due to these types of surfaces providing different
geometry information. This was also implemented to simplify the methodology
as there are many variables to consider when quadrangulating a mesh. A more
universal approach was applied for the unwrapping and texturing of meshes. The
created processes would be evaluated in areas such as speed and accuracy. Each
area of evaluation would be ranked from one to three, one being poor results, two
being average and three being excellent results.
• Quadrangulation of meshes using physics simulation - The proposed methodology for the project is a non-mathematical approach for the quadrangulation
of meshes when comparing to existing code and mathematical quadrangulation processes. This methodology will feature computational methods through
the use of Grasshopper and Kangaroo to simulate different forces to manipulate meshes into the desired shapes. This approach was chosen as the physics
simulations allow the mesh to move in a natural way.
• UV unwrapping using physics simulation and mesh analysis plugins - Unwrapping and texturing the models will also be completed by using Grasshopper and
the plugins Ivy, Human, Human UI and Kangaroo. These plugins were used
as they allow for the deconstruction and manipulation of a mesh. Through a
reiterative process of testing and evaluation, the final outcome will determine
how well this non mathematical approach can complete the aims of the project.

4. Experiments
In the following we are listing the experiments undertaken in this research.
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4.1. QUADRANGULATION OF OPEN DOUBLY CURVED SURFACES

The approach that was taken to quadrangulate open doubly curved surfaces used
Kangaroo forces including gravity, collisions and anchor points. These forces combined would be used to wrap a flat quad mesh over a NURBS model. As seen in
the figure 3, the NURBS model boundary outline is projected in a Z direction. This
outline represents the boundary of the flattened mesh which will then be overlaid
onto the NURBS model. The internal parts of the boundary are converted into a
quad mesh through a grid system.
The flat mesh is then manipulated using Kangaroo forces, as seen in figure 4.
The original surface is located directly above the flattened mesh to act as a collision
in which the mesh will form around. Gravity is applied to pull the mesh downward
to create an effect similar to a vacuum forming machine.
The simulation outputs a mesh with improved mesh topology without any complex algorithms which also reduced the number of faces in the mesh significantly,
yet still accurately represented the mesh. In terms of VR usage, this is a positive
aspect as less faces results in fewer calculations for rendering the geometry. Performing this quadrangulation process within Grasshopper means this process is
entirely parametric allowing a user to easily adjust the amount of mesh faces there
are. The results from this method are shown in table 1.

Figure 3. Developing the flat mesh for the Kangaroo physics simulation.

Figure 4. Performing the Kangaroo simulation to create a quadrangulated mesh.

Table 1. Open surface method results.
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4.2. QUADRANGULATION OF CLOSED DOUBLY CURVED SURFACES

The aim for the closed geometry element of the project was to successfully create
a quad mesh of the Mesa Table by Zaha Hadid. This model was chosen due to
the inability to obtain an architectural model featuring doubly curved surfaces. Although it is not a building element, it still features the complexities of a building
form, including holes, branching elements and curved surfaces.
Inflation Method, is used as a method for quadrangulating closed doubly
curved surfaces involves inflating a quad mesh from within the geometry. This
internal mesh was created through the use of The T-Spline plugin by Autodesk
for Rhino 3D. This plugin creates a single mesh from a series of lines and creates
appropriate junctions in the mesh where necessary as shown in figure 5.
This method involves two Kangaroo simulations. The first simulation inflates
the T-Spline mesh to the original shape by projecting the points of the internal mesh
onto the surrounding geometry. The method was tested on the mesh as shown in
figure 6.

Figure 5. Example of the T-Spline plugin creating the internal mesh from a series of lines and
an example of an internal mesh for the Stanford Bunny.

Figure 6. Quadrangulation of the Mesa Table by Zaha Hadid using the Inflation Method.

The points are projected according to the normal direction at that point of the
internal mesh and become anchor points in which to pull the internal mesh to the
bounding geometry. Laplachian smoothing is the second simulation and is performed to the mesh to average the distances between the vertices which creates
a smoother mesh. The two simulations can be repeated any number of times in
order to gain a more accurate representation of the bounding shape. This is due
to the projected points not reaching all parts of the bounding geometry. This pro-
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cess produced a mesh with excellent edge flow with no triangle faces.This method
worked very well in some areas and very poorly in other areas. The biggest flaw
with attempting to inflate a mesh was its inability to reach into all corners of the
bounding geometry. The results from this method are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Inflation method results.

4.3. QUADRANGULATION OF CLOSED DOUBLY CURVED SURFACES

The approach that was taken to UV unwrap a mesh and generate a UV texture map
for a mesh used a number of plugins to achieve this. The process shown in figure
7, involved unwrapping the mesh into a 2D representation, applying a texture to
the flat mesh and then reverting the flat mesh back to its original shape.
Flattening a mesh was achieved with Ivy as it has the ability to unwrap meshes
for fabrication purposes. Extracting a UV texture map would require Human UI
due to its ability to take high resolution screenshots of models within its interface.
This image would then be used to create a texture using Photoshop. Applying the
texture to a mesh would be performed with Human by projecting the texture onto
the flat mesh. Kangaroo would finally be used to revert the flat mesh with the
applied texture back to its original shape by returning the mesh vertices back to
their starting location. The results for this methods are shown in table 3.

Figure 7. UV Unwrapping and UV map generation of a sphere.

Table 3. UV Unwrapping and texturing method results.

This process was applied to a sphere to test its performance in terms of the
time to perform it and the quality of the texture when applied to the mesh. As
seen in figure 7, the texture was successfully applied to the mesh however, when
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reverting the mesh back to its original shape, some of the faces were placed in
incorrect locations.
5. Limitations
We can identify two limitations, one in the quadrangulation method, the other in
UV unwrapping and texturing method:
• Quadrangulation methods - The overall limitations with the investigated quadrangulation methods are that they do not work in all geometry types. The features that are good for the open surface method include, doubly curved surfaces that do not overlap themselves. The features that are good for the inflation method include tubular branching elements that have limited variations
in thickness. Using Kangaroo simulations to perform mesh quadrangulation
means the process isn’t performed immediately, as the simulations can take
time to perform depending on the number of points being manipulated. This
process can therefore place restrictions on the level of detail in the mesh.
• UV unwrapping and texturing method - The limitations with UV unwrapping
and texturing in Grasshopper through the tested approach, is that it is a slow
method. The process also doesn’t work on non-planar mesh faces as the Ivy
plugin cannot unwrap these shapes. The mesh face placement is also an issue
as it doesn’t place some mesh faces in the correct location. The UV map itself
is difficult to work with as the seams where the mesh splits are in irregular
positions.

6. Evaluation, Significance and Future Research
The quadrangulation methods investigated in the project are a unique way to approach the issue, however in its current state they are not in a position to speed up
the modelling to virtual reality process. This is due to the processes having limitations in terms of speed and accuracy. This project contains much significance,
in particular for the architectural visualisation community as the methods and approaches discussed in the paper show an alternative way to prepare a model for a
virtual reality simulation. Although this approach has limitations in terms of speed
and quality, performing these tasks within Grasshopper is an achievement as this
has limited precedent work. Semi-automating the quadrangulation process will
help to avoid manual remeshing where “...a single mistake might require regeneration of the entire mesh.” (Takayama 2013). Therefore visualisers will be able
to focus more time on other areas of the visualisation process such as texturing or
lighting.With the growing usage of parametric software in architecture due to its
“...flexibility, over one which is static, and cannot be re-edited”, (Maher 2011) allows for continual changes to be made to the model. The paper’s quadrangulation
method also has the ability to be applied to both meshes and NURBS models. This
is beneficial as it’s a more versatile quadrangulation method, as other quadrangulation tools either focus solely on either recreating a poor quality mesh using an
existing mesh or generating a completely new mesh from a NURBS model. This
project shows that UV unwrapping and UV map creation for meshes is possible
within Grasshopper which is an area of limited precedent work. Although the dis-
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cussed method for unwrapping and UV map development within Grasshopper has
limitations, it shows potential for future research to be improved in terms of speed
and quality. This project is significant for future reference, and is a guide as to
where future testing and experiments should be further investigated and applied.
The project proposes a method to quadrangulate, UV unwrap and texture a model
within Grasshopper. The resulting meshes feature quad only faces and good edge
flow. Textures were applied to meshes using a UV texture map produced within
Grasshopper. An area for future work is to increase the level of applicability of the
quadrangulation method to a wider range of shapes and to increase its ability to accurately replicate a given shape. This project shows much potential to be improved
in the future and to help streamline the modelling to virtual reality process.
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